Something is causing most of the control panels hidden

Currently in trunk, some JS code is adding to most of the control panels elements:

```html
style="display: none;"
```

causings them to be hidden after page completes loading.
Makes using admin control panels impossible.

I suspect something to do with the filtering of showing Basic / Advanced preferences got broken as a side-effect of the Bootstrap 4 transition.
Fixed by http://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/66236 but new issue introduced by that commit.
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Comments

Gary Cunningham-Lee 01 May 18 14:30 GMT-0000

This problem started one or two days ago, so commits in that period should be checked.

-- Gary

luciash d' being ‍♂️ 01 May 18 18:39 GMT-0000

Thanks. Could be http://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/66209 ?

Gary Cunningham-Lee 02 May 18 06:33
GMT-0000
Yes, probably so. I replaced the file with branch 18's version and no problem, so it seems something in that file is causing the trouble. I'm checking into it now.

lucia d' being ♂️ 02 May 18
08:14 GMT-0000

Maybe adding two attributes of same name (class) can cause the trouble?
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